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About This Content

This DLC contains World of Magic episode with 200+ elements to create.
Dragons, Warlocks and Wizards...enter an amazing world of Fantasy and Magic. Mix and match hundreds of elements from the

fantasy world ranging from Dragons, to dark magic to evil Sorcerers.
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Good game to play if you have a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 computer. Played for 8 minutes and got a bad
ending. 10/10. I think this game can be best summarized by it's title. You hunt treasure. There is a world to explore. And the
title is basic.

Treasure adventure world doesn't do anything new or excite you, but it will never anger or annoy you either. It is a very simple
experience in a large world. It's not a prime time game. It is, however, a very solid filler game when there is no other game to
play. It's pacing is solid and it is lengthy, so when you're waiting for the next game to come around the corner give TAW a shot,
it might just help you pass the time.. So the 3D controls need work. The final boss has a glitch that will not complete the level
even when all the objectives are met. I would not play this game if you are on the verge of suicide, since it may put you over the
edge.. good platform and good fun game ever :). It's Ok! if you really like the turn-based tactics.. When Curse of the Monkey
Island, Grinch and Nightmare before Chrismas met...

Pros:
- Curse of the Monkey Island (CoMI) style
- Funny
- Great Intro. I fall in love with that intro. I bought the game for that intro. I will married the intro some day.
- Fully voice acted

Cons
- Sometimes puzzles feel random, really random and no or very little hint for the solution, like the secret entrance location
- some bugs, like the game support much more monitor resolution than the setting shown, but if you change it, you can't change
it back, only via Registry
- The last act basicly came from CoMI. Same mechanism, same solution.
- Short. I played it through only 5 hours without help
- Cat mode looks funny, but irritating
- No hard mode, or something for replay value.

Conclusun:
If you played CoMI you will like it, If you don't, play it first, maybe the first 2 Monkey Island too. They are remastered
recently.
But we need more CoMI clones so buy it and support the devs!
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Never played the first, but I really enjoyed this game! It's adorable and the mechanics are pretty simple. It definitely had me
stumped a few times, and I like that it wasn't TOO easy. If you like puzzle type platformers, you'll get sucked into this one for
sure.. positive:
I like those alpha versions, because i like to explore by myself the handling. no need of manuals. But the game has also a nice
tutorial mode if you really need it.
The standardkeybinding is a bit tricky. But after a couple of hours this is fine too.
There are several minor bugs, but the developer is fixing those fast.
Also this "create mode" where you can prebuild your won constructions, is a cool idea.
thumbs up for this nice early access game.

negative:
cant finish all achievments because i'm to stupid to hunt wolves and bears; they always stronger then me equal which weapon i
use. Also headshots with a bow does not work.. Ayy that's pretty good. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. I definitely
recommened this pack. It gives you a whole hub world to play around on and theres a good a roster of characters to unlock to
like Mr Good and Evil and Dr Fly, Just to name a few. Theres also some really cool and spooky vehicles like the ghost train.
Apart from the vehicles and characters, theres also some fun quests in the mix. I'd definitely recommened this pack for people
who also bought the Classic Space too. Lots of fun content!
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